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When It Comes To Paint, Canyon Creek Is Colorific!

 

Canyon Creek Cabinet Company
16726 Tye St SE
Monroe, WA 98272

P: 800-228-1830
F: 800-787-0131

www.canyoncreek.com

White or cream painted kitchen cabinets are an absolute classic–the look 
is often seen in movies, magazines and show homes. Over the last few 
years, designers and homeowners have grown increasingly bold with 
paint colors, choosing everything from soft yellows and pale blues to 
bright greens and bold reds. When you’re ready to go colorific on your new 
kitchen, we’ll show you 4 ways to get any paint color you want. How?  

Colors by Canyon Creek 
features more than 850 paint 

colors in a simple, no-fuss  
program – just pick your  
color from our fan deck!

CUSTOM COLOR MATCH
What happens when you want to match an existing trim color, pull a color out of a 
fabric pattern (like the purple door above), or are inspired by something you’ve seen 
in a magazine? That’s where our Custom Color Match program comes in–just send 
us a sample of the target color and we’ll “reverse engineer” a formula for it.    

STANDARD PAINTS
Canyon Creek offers 11 
“named” paints that were 
chosen for their enduring 
popularity. A small sample is 
shown above: Sage, Ochre, 
White, Breeze and Cornsilk.

PICK YOUR PAINT
Planning on matching your 
cabinets to the wall color? 
Send us the paint chip, and 
we’ll formulate a factory 
finish to match! Pick Your 
Paint applies to just about 
any color chip you’ll find 
at your local paint retailer, 
so feel free to get creative–
we currently have color 
formulas for 8,000+ paints. 

Cardinal

Whether you choose a standard paint or one of our custom options, all colors come 
with our smooth, durable factory finish, so your cabinets will look great for years!


